Maximum Safety. Minimum False Alarms.

The AquaSensor line of pool alarms by Maytronics offers uncompromising safety with a minimum of false alarms. Renowned for their dependability and sleek design, our patented Swim Alert and Espio pool alarm systems are in use today in over 700,000 swimming pools worldwide.

Both the Swim Alert and Espio pool alarm systems dependably sense an 18-pound or greater person or pet entering the pool, either accidentally, or without your permission. Alarms are triggered within seconds to notify you immediately. However, our exclusive Aqua-Sensor sub-surface pulse analysis technology can distinguish between true sub-surface water disruption and water surface “noise”. The result is an absolute minimum of false alarms, which are a nuisance, but also can deter pool owners from keeping the system armed.

Installation on the Swim Alert or Espio is simple and fast on both new and existing pools. All hardware, including batteries, and simple instructions are provided. Both models are backed by a 12 month limited warranty.

The Swim Alert™
The Swim Alert poolside detection and alarm system is installed quickly and easily to your pool’s edge. Its small size and sleek design combine to allow Swim Alert to maintain a low profile while it provides positive protection.

The wireless remote unit provides a secondary alarm along with status and low battery lights to monitor the system at a glance. Swim Alert is armed and disarmed at the poolside alarm station with a unique magnetic key. With the unit in “alarm mode” just place the key on the swimmer icon to switch to “swimmer mode.” To manually re-arm the system, wait for the water to calm and place the magnet on the swimmer icon again. Or, Swim Alert will automatically re-arm itself within minutes after swimmers leave the pool. For safety’s sake, Swim Alert cannot be disarmed remotely. The magnetic key system requires pool inspection before disarming.

Effective, dependable, and simple to install and operate, Swim Alert is the superior choice in pool alarms.

Espio™
Espio is the only fall detecting pool alarm system designed to install underneath the pool coping where it is out of sight and out of the way. Not only does this preserve poolside appearance, but it also allows installation on pools with automatic pool covers.

Espio comes with a convenient, wireless, handheld remote control. For safety purposes, it is designed with a limited range of up to 10 feet to require pool inspection before disarming. This is a critical design feature for maximum safety.

The wireless remote unit provides a secondary alarm along with status and low battery lights to monitor the system at a glance. If the range is exceeded, the wireless indoor alarm has a failure light that indicates the remote alarm is no longer effectively communicating with the poolside detection system.

Espio is totally waterproof—it has been tested to withstand accidental submersion for 24 hours with no loss of service—yet another way it assures effective detection of accidental or unapproved pool entry. For convenience and safety, Espio automatically re-arms itself a few minutes after swimmers leave the pool.

Espio anticipates and meets all the challenges for a pool alarm that is effective, dependable, simple to install and operate, yet invisible on the job. As you take steps to prevent the heartbreak of pool-related accidents, rely on Espio as your proven line of defense.
**SWIM ALERT**

**FALL DETECTING POOL ALARM**

Maximum Safety with Minimum False Alarms

The Swim Alert poolside detection and alarm unit installs quickly and easily at the top of your pool. Its small size and low profile preserve the overall pool appearance.

- Exclusive AquaSensor sub-surface pulse analysis software
- Independent 3rd party tested and certified to ASTM F2208 for pool alarms
- Magnetic keys for poolside activation/deactivation
- Strong poolside alarm – 100dB
- Indoor wireless remote alarm (85dB)
- Effective in pools up to 20’ x 40’ (800 sq. ft.)
- Automatic re-arming after swimmers leave the pool
- All installation hardware included
- Failure signals
- Low battery and wireless remote out-of-range indicator lights
- Batteries included
- Chemical and UV-resistant materials of construction
- 12 month limited warranty
- Poolside unit dimensions: 9.5” x 9” x 2.5”
- UL listed
- NSF certified

**ESPIO**

**FALL DETECTING POOL ALARM**

A Breakthrough in Detection, Dependability and Discretion

The Espio poolside detection and alarm unit is the only system that can be installed under the pool coping where it is out of sight and out of the way.

- Exclusive AquaSensor sub-surface pulse analysis software
- Independent 3rd party tested and certified to ASTM F2208 for pool alarms
- Exclusive under-coping installation
- Strong poolside alarm – 100dB
- Indoor wireless remote alarm (85dB)
- On/off remote control with up to 10’ range—requires pool inspection before disarming
- Effective in pools up to 20’ x 50’ (1,000 sq. ft.)
- Automatic re-arming after swimmers leave the pool
- Poolside unit dimensions: 10.5” x 8” x 2.2”
- Compatible with automatic pool covers
- Poolside unit totally waterproof
- All installation hardware included
- Alarm failure signals
- Low battery and wireless out-of-range warning lights
- Batteries included
- Chemical and UV-resistant construction materials
- 12 month limited warranty
- UL listed
- NSF certified

**Wireless Remote**
The wireless remote features indicator lights for “out of range” status and low battery power.

**Handheld Remote**
The on/off control allows you to arm and disarm the system with the push of a button when you are within 10’ of the poolside alarm after inspecting the pool.
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